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In today’s super competitive 
marketplace, superior support is 

the competitive advantage.

It’s no secret that customer expectations have risen when it comes 
to customer support. Customers have grown accustomed to living 
in an on-demand world fueled by technology and companies like 
Amazon.

They expect fast, convenient, accurate, and useful customer 
support.  Meeting these expectations is key to customer retention 
and, ultimately, success.

According to a recent Walker report, customer experience 
will overtake both price and product as the main 

differentiator between competitors this year.1
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Given all the moving variables, most companies simply don’t get 
support right. This is because providing consistently great support 
is a real challenge.

Harris Interactive found that 75% of customers believe it takes too 
long to reach an agent.2 Wait times are especially frustrating for 
customers! We’ve all experienced it!

In light of the above, those companies that deliver excellent 
support right stand out in the crowd and reap the very real rewards 
of customer loyalty and high retention rates.

In fact, Bain & Company found that increasing customer retention 
rates by 5% increases profits by more than 25%.3
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When companies don’t get customer support right there is a price 
to pay. In addition to the investment businesses lose on average for 
every lost customer, it costs six to seven times more to attract a 
new customer than to retain an existing one.4

Most customer service teams work hard and make a good faith 
effort to get things right but their existing tools are limited and their 
manpower only goes so far. Teams struggle with many issues such 
as:

• How do I manage my customer service team efficiently? 
• How do I reduce customer wait time? 
• How do I ensure the most effective use of my live agents?
• How do I ensure customer calls result in longer term customer 

retention?
• Can I somehow reduce agent churn by assuring them higher 

quality work with less-repetitive and higher impact 
conversations?  
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Say Hello to Automation, Say 
Hello to Chatbots

One big piece of the automation puzzle is the customer service 
chatbot, which leverages machine learning and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) to automatically address customer questions and 
requests on a veritable 24/7 basis.

Per Forbes, business leaders agree that chatbots can lead to a 
superior customer experience and that existing tools are falling 
short.6

Likely you have already seen a customer service chatbot in action. 
They are popping up left and right because they are super useful at 
answering customer inquiries, even long and complex ones. The 
useful chatbots don’t pretend to be humans or even attempt to 
engage in chitter chat. With that said they do allow customers to 
present their questions in natural language and get questions 
answered quick!

Gartner says Artificial Intelligence (AI) will be a mainstream 
customer experience investment in the next couple of 

years. 47% of organizations will use chatbots for customer 
care.5
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Chatbots + Live Agents = Improved 
Customer Service

The all-human call center model is transitioning. The most 
effective customer support organizations have adopted a hybrid 
approach using chatbots and live agents.

Most routine calls can be addressed through self-serve options 
such as FAQs, articles, and automated responses. Similarly, 
much of the standard customer information — name, purchase 
order number, type of request — can be quickly and efficiently 
collected by a chatbot rather than a person.
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Chatbots make for a better customer 
experience for two main reasons. 

First, customer chatbots have a proven role. They are fast, 
consistent, always available, and are useful in addressing repetitive 
questions and collecting basic customer information.  When the 
chatbot can’t readily address a customer’s needs they can provide 
for a smooth and natural hand-off to a live agent. 

Second, and often overlooked, chatbots make for happier 
customer service agents. Leveraging a chatbot to collect customer 
information and address very repetitive questions allows your live 
agents to focus on the higher level more satisfying work - reducing 
churn and improving agent satisfaction, which in turn improves the 
customer experience.  Simply put, happy agents translate to better 
customer service. 

This is of critical importance because customer support agent 
attrition has reached an all-time high. According to research 
conducted by The Quality Assurance & Training Connection 
(QATC), average annual churn at US call centers is as high as 
30-45%!7
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Gobot’s strategy involves chatbots for routine repetitive 
interactions and live agents for complex or higher value queries.

This approach keeps customers satisfied through fast, personalized 
responses on a 24/7 basis. It elevates your agents by keeping them 
engaged as high-value expert contributors to the customer support 
journey. And, last but not least, this approach  contributes to your 
bottom line, through both cost savings, customer retention, and 
increased average order value.
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Chatbot Implementation Best 
Practice

There is a science to implementing a chatbot to achieve the 
optimal customer experience. 

We recommend starting with a basic help bot that automatically 
addresses repetitive frequently asked questions.  Once that is in 
place your bot can be expanded to collect customer information 
and automate certain useful actions such as addressing order 
status inquiries. Different bot flows can then be added to address 
different categories of business needs.

Ultimately, you will start to leverage your chatbot’s data to 
incrementally improve upon your chatbot’s structure and 
engagement approach.  Let’s dig into each step below:

Introducing the basic help bot

The Gobot help bot uses natural language processing to 
understand your customer queries. It then searches your 
knowledge base for answers. So the starting point is creating your 
knowledge base.
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Thankfully, a good part of this work you’ve likely already done, 
as Gobot can leverage all of your organization’s pre-existing 
FAQs. 

With that said, you should also look at existing support inquiries 
and help tickets, identify trends and revisit key questions posed 
by your customers to make sure your knowledge base is 
sufficiently stocked. 

Specifically, are you missing any repetitive questions from your 
FAQ page?

 What information might be useful to volunteer to your 
customers? 

What are the different ways customers are framing essentially 
the same question?
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A help bot addresses these repetitive 
questions. 

Your first step is to make sure that your chatbot is sufficiently 
informed to address all questions your customers regularly pose. 

As detailed below, once you have your bot up and running, Gobot’s 
analytics will help your bot improve over time in a virtuous 
feedback cycle. For example, among other things, Gobot will 
highlight questions your bot was not able to address so you know 
what holes to fill.
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Using the bot to collect information

As a next step, you can expand the functionality of your bot to go 
beyond answering questions and also to collect basic customer 
information.  For example, you can use your chatbot to collect 
customer name, account or order number, contact information, and 
nature of inquiry.
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Collecting this data is time consuming and 
repetitive, but your chatbot really doesn’t mind, 
and it will perform consistently every time.  

All of this information is important and required for your agent to 
address your customer inquiries when your chatbot can’t fully 
resolve the inquiry.   Leverage your chatbot to collect all such 
information in a quick and consistent manner. Some companies 
without chatbots try to reduce the burden on their agents by having 
customers fill out conventional forms to collect basic information 
ahead of their chats. This move is understandable but has real 
drawbacks. 

There is a real benefit to using your chatbot to 
collect information over conventional forms. 

First, the information you need to collect might vary depending on 
the customer, and your chatbot will know exactly what to ask for 
and will avoid asking customers to provide the same information 
more than once.  Isn’t it frustrating when that happens?! Second, an 
engaging chatbot suffers from less drop off than conventional 
forms.8
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Personalizing the conversation.

As the customer conversation moves forward, your chatbot should 
leverage collected information to personalize the interaction. 
Something as simple as referring to the customer by first name 
goes a long way!

Making sure to avoid asking for the same piece of customer 
information more than once is something basic but often 
overlooked especially with conversations with different flows 
managed by different teams.

Also, it is key that your chatbot learn from the conversation with the 
customer so that when hand-off to a live agent is appropriate, the 
call is guided to the agent best positioned to address the customer 
inquiry.  Personalized service is always better service.

Per RetailDive, as companies continue to pursue personalization, a 
major challenge remains — the need to build sustainable data 
architectures. Companies are starting to understand the value of 
collecting quality data on their customers, but may still have trouble 
creating the structures for processing, analyzing and reporting the 
insights from that data.9

Chatbots offer a relatively simple way to boost personalization with 
minimal investment.
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Automating popular actions.

Once you have a help bot in place that answers questions and 
personalizes the experience, it’s time to expand your chatbot’s 
functionality to cover common actions your customers request. For 
example, customers often reach out to check the status of their 
order. This requires that the customer provides identifying 
information such as an email address and a purchase identifier, 
both of which can easily be collected by your chatbot.
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Above and beyond gleaning order status, transactions like booking 
a meeting or upgrading subscriptions can all be automated.  Your 
agents will love you for making them more productive!

Adding useful bot flows.

Your business has many different nuances to it, and it will only get 
more complex as you grow. Your chatbot can be scripted to 
accommodate and reduce this complexity by creating different 
chatbot flows specific to each.

For example, you can include a completely different flow for your 
customer service related requests than for sales related requests. 
You can also create different flows for the various support related 
inquiries you receive such as account inquiries, refund requests, 
payment issues, etc.

Learning and optimizing.

Your chatbot is a data machine! Leverage this data to improve your 
approach over time. For example, watch and see how your 
customers interact with your bot and when/if they drop off.  Use this 
bird’s eye view to massage your chatbot script as necessary to 
make sure customers fully understand the flow.
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Thankfully, a good part of this work you’ve likely already done, 

Gobot will also highlight for you questions posed by customers 
that your chatbot could not respond to at all or fully address and 
look for trends in your customer queries. This will reveal areas 
of customer interest.

Leverage all of  this information to make sure your knowledge 
base sufficiently covers these areas.
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Finally, use your chatbot to survey your customers and get their 
real-time feedback.  This will allow you to glean useful information 
as to customer sentiment and quality of service.

Leveraging data collected by your bot.

As your chatbot interacts with your customers much will be 
revealed! Use your chatbot to apply tags to your customers and 
send these to your CRM and/or email marketing platform.
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For example, if while engaging with your chatbot a retail customer 
indicates that his favorite color is orange this useful information 
should be leveraged for personalization whether that be via future 
product recommendations or agent awareness, etc.

Gobot is here for you.

Leading with automation will enable optimal efficiency while also 
improving customer satisfaction. 

Chatbots have moved from an esoteric tech curiosity to an absolute 
must have for all support teams. Chatbots initially fell from grace 
because they attempted to do too much, and no one likes a bot 
that pretends to be a human. Since then task oriented chatbots 
have well established their utility in the customer support space.

Chatbots are affordable, and they scale to handle many of your 
customer interactions.  Their revenue impact is real. Chatbots 
minimize both customer abandonment and agent churn.  They 
have become a critical part of the support journey delivering 
customer responses fast and on autopilot.

Chatbots rightfully belong at the very front of your customer 
support strategy!
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Speed Up Response Time.

As they say, time is money! Every customer appreciates a quick 
resolution of their issue. Chatbots respond instantaneously and run 
24/7.  When queries require human assistance, chatbots still save 
time by collecting all the necessary information in advance and by 
routing customers to just the right agent.

Decrease Ticket Volume.

Leverage chatbots to deal with all the repetitive questions that 
flood your inbox. Natural language processing allows chatbots to 
understand customer queries even when expressed multiple 
different ways.  Machine learning and AI allows chatbots to improve 
over time. Reduced ticket volume allows your valuable live agents 
to focus on the higher value more complex issues requiring their 
involvement.
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Deliver Superior Customer Experience.

Giants like Amazon are increasing customer expectation in this 
regard and automation is becoming a must-have to remain 
competitive.  However, it is not just about having a chatbot, it’s 
about having the right chatbot. Gobot chatbots are smart and 
proactive in their engagement. They deliver a personalized 
experience that leave customers satisfied. That’s the goal, right?

Improve Agent Satisfaction.

Agent churn is a real problem. Any solution that improves an 
agent’s work experience is worthwhile implementing. Chatbots 
collect information and take on the repetitive lower complexity 
queries. This leaves agents with the more complex work where 
they can shine and add value at a higher level. And as they say, 
happy agents translate to happy customers!
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Reduce Cost and Drive Revenue.

It’s not hard to see how a chatbot that works 24/7 and can fully 
address over 50% of queries will reduce costs. What’s less obvious 
is how relieving your agents from addressing repetitive low value 
queries frees them up to not only focus more on more complex 
support matters but also to leverage their experience with your 
products to upsell and cross-sell. Gobot is designed to transform 
the customer support model from a cost center to a profit center!

Gobot’s Whiteglove Managed Plan.

Gobot provides full bot setup, management, and bot optimization 
on an ongoing basis - our white glove service.

While we will be with you along the entire journey, rest assured that 
your team will have full unfettered access to the easy-to-learn 
Gobot platform so you can modify your bots and knowledge base 
on the fly as desired.

We will also set up available Gobot integrations with your existing 
stack and address any customization work unique to your 
organization.  We will make sure that your bot both works great and 
looks great! 
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Companies and organizations leverage Gobot’s managed plan 
differently. Companies that have chatbot focused teams utilize our 
managed plan to support them and make them look great!

Companies without internal resources leverage our managed plan 
to completely manage their chatbot support needs.

Whatever your needs, we’re happy to help!
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Let’s Get Started

Automate repetitive customer support with Gobot’s 
powerful AI Chatbot platform.

GET A DEMO

Whiteglove 
Managed Plan
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Headquartered in New Jersey, Gobot enables organizations located everywhere 
on the globe, such as the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department, to put automation and 
AI at the front end of their customer service strategy, thereby freeing live support 
agents to have greater impact. 

Visit us at getgobot.com
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